Abstract. Recently, there have been considerable interests in the multiprocessor job scheduling problem, in which a job can be processed in parallel on one of several alternative subsets of processors. In this paper, a polynomial time approximation scheme is presented for the problem in which the number of processors in the system is a fixed constant. This result is the best possible because of the strong NP-hardness of the problem and is a significant improvement over the past results: the best previous result was an approximation algorithm of ratio 7/6 + for 3-processor systems based on Goemans's algorithm for a restricted version of the problem.
Introduction.
One of the assumptions made in classical scheduling theory is that a job is always executed by one processor at a time. With advances in parallel algorithms, this assumption may no longer be valid for job systems. For example, in semiconductor circuit design workforce planning, a design project is to be processed by a group of people. The project contains n jobs, and each job can be worked on by one of a set of alternatives, where each alternative consists of one or more persons in the group working simultaneously on the particular job. The processing time of each job depends on the subgroup of people being assigned to handle the job. Note that the same person may belong to several different subgroups. Now the question is how we can schedule the jobs so that the project can be finished as early as possible. Other applications include (i) the berth allocation problem [23] , where a large vessel may occupy several berths for loading and unloading, (ii) diagnosable microprocessor systems [22] , where a job must be performed on parallel processors in order to detect faults, (iii) manufacturing, where a job may need machines, tools, and people simultaneously (this gives an example for a system in which processors may have different types), and (iv) scheduling a sequence of meetings where each meeting requires a certain group of people [11] . In the scheduling literature [17] , these kinds of problems are called multiprocessor job scheduling problems.
Among the others, two types of multiprocessor job scheduling problems have been extensively studied [7, 24] . The first type is the P m |fix|C max problem, in which the subset of processors and the processing time for parallel processing each job are fixed. The second type is a more general version, the P m |set|C max problem, in which each job may have a number of alternative processing modes and each processing mode specifies a subset of processors and the job processing time on that particular processor subset. The objective for both problems is to construct a scheduling of minimum makespan on the m-processor system for a given list of jobs. The jobs are supposed to be nonpreemptive.
Approximability of the multiprocessor job scheduling problems has been studied. The P 2 |set|C max problem is a generalized version of the classical job scheduling problem on a 2-processor system [13] ; thus it is NP-hard. Hoogeveen, van de Velde, and Veltman [18] showed that the P 3 |fix|C max problem (thus also the P 3 |set|C max problem) is NP-hard in the strong sense; thus it does not have a fully polynomial time approximation scheme unless P = NP (see also [4, 5] ). Blazewicz et al. [4] developed a polynomial time approximation algorithm of ratio 4/3 for the problem P 3 |fix|C max , which was improved later by Dell'Olmo, Speranza, and Tuza [10] , who gave a polynomial time approximation algorithm of ratio 5/4 for the same problem. Both algorithms are based on the study of a special type of schedulings called normal schedulings. Goemans [14] further improved the algorithms by giving a polynomial time approximation algorithm of ratio 7/6 for the P 3 |fix|C max problem. More recently, Amoura et al. [1] developed a polynomial time approximation scheme for the problem P m |fix|C max for every fixed integer m.
Approximation algorithms for the P m |set|C max problem were not as successful as that for the P m |fix|C max problem. Bianco et al. [3] presented a polynomial time approximation algorithm for the P m |set|C max problem whose approximation ratio is bounded by m. Chen and Lee [8] improved their algorithm by giving a polynomial time approximation algorithm for the P m |set|C max problem with an approximation ratio m/2 + . Miranda [25] showed that the problem P 3 |set|C max can be approximated in polynomial time with a ratio 7/6 + . Before the present paper, it was unknown whether there is a polynomial time approximation algorithm with ratio c for the problem P m |set|C max , where c is a constant independent of the number m of processors in the system.
In this paper, we present a polynomial time approximation scheme for the problem P m |set|C max . Our algorithm combines the techniques developed by Amoura et al. [1] , who split jobs into large jobs and small jobs, and the techniques developed by Dell'Olmo, Speranza, and Tuza [10] and Goemans [14] on normal schedulings, plus the standard dynamic programming and scaling techniques. More precisely, based on a classification of large jobs and small jobs, we introduce the concept of (m, )-canonical schedulings, which can be regarded as a generalization of the normal schedulings. We show that for any job list, there is an (m, )-canonical scheduling whose makespan is very close to the optimal makespan. Then we show how this (m, )-canonical scheduling can be approximated. Combining these two steps gives us a polynomial time approximation scheme for the P m |set|C max problem.
Our result is the best possible in the following sense: because the problem P m |set|C max is NP-hard in the strong sense, it is unlikely that our algorithm can be further improved to a fully polynomial time approximation scheme [13] . Moreover, the polynomial time approximation scheme cannot be extended to the more general problem P |set|C max , in which the number m of processors in the system is given as a parameter in the input: it can be shown that there is a constant δ > 0 such that the problem P |set|C max has no polynomial time approximation algorithms whose approximation ratio is bounded by n δ [25] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives necessary background and preliminaries for the problem. In section 3 we introduce (m, )-canonical schedulings and study their properties. Section 4 presents the polynomial time approximation scheme for the problem P m |set|C max and section 5 concludes with some remarks and further research directions.
Preliminaries.
We assume readers' familiarity with the basic concepts in approximation theory [13] , such as approximation algorithms, approximation ratios, polynomial time approximation schemes, and fully polynomial time approximation schemes.
The P m |set|C max problem is a scheduling problem minimizing the makespan for a set of jobs, each of which may have several alternative processing modes. More formally, an instance J of the problem P m |set|C max is a list of jobs: {J 1 , J 2 , . . . , J n }, where each job J i is associated with a list of alternative processing modes:
. Each processing mode (or simply mode) M ij is specified by a pair (Q ij , t ij ), where Q ij is a subset of processors in the m-processor system and t ij is an integer indicating the parallel processing time of the job J i on the processor set Q ij . In case there is no ambiguity, we also say that the processor set Q ij is a mode for the job J i . For each job
we let min i be the minimum t ij over all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ p i . The value min i will be called the minimum parallel processing time for the job J i .
Given a list J = {J 1 , . . . , J n } of jobs, a scheduling Γ(J ) of J on the m-processor system consists of two parts: (1) determination of a processing mode for each job J i in J and (2) determination of the starting execution time for each job under the assigned mode so that at any moment, each processor in the system is used for (maybe parallel) processing at most one job (assuming that the system starts at time τ = 0). The makespan of the scheduling Γ(J ) is the latest finishing time of a job in J under the scheduling Γ(J ). Let Opt(J ) denote the minimum makespan over all schedulings for J . The P m |set|C max problem is for a given instance J to construct a scheduling of makespan Opt(J ) for J .
Let P m be the set of the m processors in the m-processor system. A collection
A collection of subsets of P m is a partition of P m if it is a k-partition for some integer k ≥ 1. The total number B m of different partitions of the set P m is called the mth Bell number [16] . It can be proved easily by induction that B m ≤ m!.
Another combinatorial fact we need for analysis of our scheduling algorithm is the "cut-index" in a nonincreasing sequence of integers. 
Proof. To simplify expressions, let b m = 3mB m + 1. Decompose the sum t 1 + t 2 + · · · + t n into subsums
and the sequence T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n } is nonincreasing, we conclude that for any subset T of T of at most 3j 0 mB m integers t q with q > j 0 , we must have
This completes the proof. For the nonincreasing sequence T of integers, we will denote by j m, the smallest index that satisfies conditions (1) and (2) in Lemma 2.1. The index j m, will be called the cut-index for the sequence T .
On (m, )-canonical schedulings.
In this section, we first assume that the mode assignment for each job in the instance J is decided and discuss how we schedule the jobs in J under the mode assignment to the processor set P m . By this assumption, the job list J is actually an instance for the P m |fix|C max problem (recall that the P m |fix|C max problem is the problem P m |set|C max with the restriction that every job in an instance has only one processing mode).
Let J = {J 1 , . . . , J n } be an instance for the P m |fix|C max problem, where each job J i requires a fixed set Q i of processors for parallel execution with processing time t i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Without loss of generality, assume that the processing time sequence T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n } is nonincreasing.
For the fixed number m of processors in the system and for an arbitrarily given real number > 0, let j m, be the cut-index for the sequence T as defined in Lemma 2.1. That is, j m, = (3mB m + 1) k , where k is an integer bounded by m/ , and for any subset T of at most 3j m, mB m integers t q in T with q > j m, , we have tq∈T t q ≤ ( /m) n i=1 t i . We split the job set J into two subsets
The jobs in J L will be called large jobs and the jobs in J S will be called small jobs.
Let Γ(J ) be a scheduling for the job set J . Consider the nondecreasing sequence {τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ h } of integers, where τ 1 = 0, τ h = +∞, h = 2j m, + 2, and τ i , 1 < i < h, are the starting or finishing times of the j m, large jobs in Γ(J ). A small job block χ in Γ(J ) consists of a subset P ⊆ P m of processors and a time interval [τ p , τ p+1 ], 1 ≤ p ≤ h − 1, such that the subset P m − P of processors are exactly those that are executing large jobs in the time interval [τ p , τ p+1 ]. The value τ p+1 − τ p will be called the height and the processor set P will be called the type of the small job block χ.
Therefore, the subset P of processors associated with the small job block χ are those processors that are either idle or used for executing small jobs in the time interval [τ p , τ p+1 ]. Note that the small job block χ can be of height 0 when τ p = τ p+1 . The small job block of time interval [τ h −1 , +∞], where τ h−1 is the latest finish time of a large job, will be called the "last small job block." Note that the last small job block has type P m .
Let χ be a small job block associated with a processor set P and a time interval 
Let L 1 and L 2 be two layers in the small job block χ of types [
In particular, if L 1 and L 2 are two consecutive layers in the small job block χ such that layer L 2 starts right after layer L 1 finishes and L 1 covers L 2 , then layer L 2 is actually a continuation of the layer L 1 with some of the small jobs finished. An example of a floor is given in Figure 3 .1(a). Note that a small job block may not have any nonempty floor at all, as shown in Figure 3 .1(b). Remark 1. There are a few important properties of floors in a small job block. Suppose that the layer L 1 starts at time τ while layer L z finishes at time τ . Then by property (2) in the definition, no small jobs cross the floor boundaries τ and τ . Therefore, the floor σ can be regarded as a single job that uses the processor set P , starts at time τ , and finishes at time τ . The height of the floor σ is defined to be τ − τ , which is equal to the sum of the heights of the layers L 1 , . . ., L z . Second, since all floors in the small job block χ are for the same processor subset P and there are no small jobs crossing the starting and finishing times of any floors, the floors in the same small job block χ can be rearranged in any order but can still fit into the small job block without exceeding the height of the small job block. Finally, property (1) in the definition ensures that no matter how the small jobs in a floor are rearranged, a simple greedy algorithm is sufficient to refit the small jobs into the floor without exceeding the floor height. The greedy algorithm is based on the idea of the well-known Graham's list scheduling algorithm for the classical job scheduling problem [15] . Proof. Suppose that the first layer in the floor σ is of type [Q 1 , . . . , Q s ]. Every job in J σ must have a mode Q i for some i, and no processor subset Q i can become idle before its final completion time. The jobs of each mode Q i in J σ can be executed by the processor subset Q i in any order without changing the completion time of Q i . Since the list scheduling algorithm starts each job at its earliest possible time (thus no subset Q i can become idle before its final completion time), the completion time for each subset Q i will not be changed. Therefore, the list scheduling algorithm will construct a floor with exactly the same layers. Note that since each floor type is a partition of the processor subset P , a tower contains at most B m floors, where B m ≤ m!, the mth Bell number, is the number of different partitions of a set of m elements.
In our discussion, we will be concentrating on schedulings of a special form in the following sense.
Definition 3.6. Let J be an instance of the problem P m |fix|C max , which is divided into large job set J L and small job set J S as given in (3.1) for a fixed integer m > 2 and a fixed constant
Remark 2. Note that in an (m, )-canonical scheduling, no small jobs cross the boundary of a tower. Therefore, a tower of height t and associated with a processor set Q can be simply regarded as a job of mode (Q, t).
We first show that an (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ(J ) of J can be constructed by the list scheduling algorithm when large jobs and towers in Γ(J ) are given in a proper order. Proof. Let J i = {J 1 , . . . , J i } be any prefix of the ordered sequence π, where each J j is either a large job or a tower. Let Γ(J i ) be the scheduling of J i obtained from Γ(J ) by removing all large jobs and towers that are not in J i and let Γ (J i ) be the scheduling by the list scheduling algorithm on the jobs in J i . By induction, it is not difficult to prove that the completion time of each processor in Γ (J i ) is not larger than the completion time of the same processor in Γ(J i ). For J i = J , this implies that the makespan of the scheduling constructed by the list scheduling algorithm based on the ordering π is not larger than the makespan of the (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ(J ).
Thus, once the ordering of large jobs and towers is decided, it is easy to construct a scheduling that is not worse than the given (m, )-canonical scheduling. In the following, we will prove that for any instance J for the problem P m |fix|C max , there is an (m, )-canonical scheduling whose makespan is very close to the optimal makespan. Proof. Let Γ 1 (J ) be an optimal scheduling of makespan Opt(J ) for J . We construct an (m, )-canonical scheduling for J based on the optimal scheduling Γ 1 (J ). Let J L and J S be the set of large jobs and the set of small jobs in J , respectively, according to the definition in (3.1). Consider a small job block χ in the scheduling Γ 1 (J ).
Assume that the small job block χ is associated with a processor set P of r processors, r ≤ m, and a time interval [τ p , τ p+1 ]. Let [T 1 , . . . , T y ] be the list of all partitions of the processor set P , where y = B r ≤ B m . We divide the layers in the small job block χ into groups, each corresponding to a partition of P , as follows. A layer of type T is put in the group corresponding to a partition T j if T is a subcollection of T j . Note that a layer type T may be a subcollection of more than one partition of P . In this case, we put the layer arbitrarily into one and only one of the groups to ensure that each layer belongs to only one group.
For each partition T j of P , we construct a floor frame σ j whose type is T j and height is equal to the sum of heights of all layers belonging to the group corresponding to the partition T j . Note that so far we have not yet actually assigned any small jobs to any floor frames σ 1 , . . ., σ y . Moreover, since each layer belongs to exactly one of the groups, it is easy to see that the sum y j=1 height(σ j ) of the heights of the floor frames σ 1 , . . ., σ y is equal to the sum of the heights of all layers in the small job block χ, which is equal to the height of the small job block χ.
The construction for the floor frames for the last small job block in Γ 1 (J ) is slightly different: we group layers only in which not all processors are idle. Thus, the sum of the heights of all floor frames in the last small job block is equal to Opt(J )−τ 0 , where τ 0 is the latest finish time for some large job in the scheduling Γ 1 (J ). After the construction of the floor frames for each small job block in the scheduling Γ 1 (J ), we assign the small jobs in J S to the floor frames using the following greedy method. For each small job J that requires a parallel processing by a processor subset Q, we assign J to an arbitrary floor frame σ in a small job block as long as the floor frame σ satisfies the following conditions: (1) the type of the floor frame σ contains the subset Q and (2) adding the job J to σ does not exceed the height of the floor frame σ (if there are more than one floor frames satisfying these conditions, arbitrarily pick one of them). Note that we assign a job to a floor frame only when the mode of the job is contained in the type of the floor frame. Therefore, this assignment will never leave a "gap" between two jobs in the same floor frame.
The above assignment of small jobs in J S to floor frames stops when none of the small jobs left in J S can be assigned to any of the floor frames according to the above rules. Now each floor frame becomes a floor.
For each small job block χ in Γ 1 (J ), let S χ be the set of floor frames in χ. Since the height of a resulting floor is not larger than the height of the corresponding floor frame, the sum of the heights of the floors resulting from the floor frames in S χ is not larger than the height of the small job block χ. Therefore, we can put all these floors into the small job block χ (in an arbitrary order) to make χ a tower. Doing this for all small job blocks in Γ 1 (J ) gives an (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ 2 (J L ∪ J S ) for the job set J L ∪ J S , where J S is the set of small jobs that have been assigned to the floor frames in the above procedure. The makespan of the scheduling Γ 2 (J L ∪ J S ) is bounded by Opt(J ). Now the only thing left is that we still need to schedule the small jobs that have not been assigned to any floor frames. Let J S = J S − J S be the set of small jobs that are not assigned to any floor frames by the above procedure. We want to demonstrate that there are not many jobs in the set J S .
By the definition, the number of small job blocks in the scheduling Γ 1 (J ) is 2j m, + 1 ≤ 3j m, . Since each small job block is associated with at most m processors, the number of floor frames constructed in each small job block is bounded by B m . Therefore, the total number of floor frames we constructed from the scheduling Γ 1 (J ) is bounded by 3B m j m, . Moreover, each floor type is a collection of at most m processor subsets.
If the set J S contains more than 3mB m j m, small jobs, then there must be a subset Q of processors such that the number of small jobs of mode Q in J S is larger than the number of the constructed floor frames whose type contains the subset Q. Let {σ 1 , . . . , σ d } be the set of floor frames whose type contains the subset Q.
By our assignment rules, assigning any job of mode Q in J S to a floor frame in {σ 1 , . . . , σ d } would exceed the height of the corresponding floor frame. Since there are more than d small jobs of mode Q in J S , the sum of processing times of all small jobs of mode Q in J S is larger than d i=1 height(σ i ). On the other hand, by our construction of the floor frames in each small job block χ, the sum of the heights of the floor frames in χ whose type contains Q should not be smaller than the sum of the heights of the layers in χ whose type contains Q. Summarizing this over all small job blocks, we conclude that the sum d i=1 height(σ i ) is not smaller than the sum of processing times of all small jobs of mode Q in J S (since each small job of mode Q must be contained in consecutive layers whose type contains Q). This derives a contradiction. The contradiction shows that there are at most 3mB m j m, small jobs in the set J S . Now we assign the small jobs in J S to the floor frames in the last small job block in the scheduling Γ 2 (J L ∪ J S ). For each small job J of mode Q in J S , we arbitrarily assign J to a floor frame whose type contains Q in the last small job block, even if this assignment exceeds the height of the floor frame. Note that the last small job block is associated with the whole processor set P m , so for any mode Q, there must be a floor frame in the last small job block whose type contains the processor subset Q. This procedure stops with all small jobs in J S assigned to floor frames in the last small job block. It is easy to see that the resulting scheduling is an (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ(J ) of the original job set J . Moreover, since the makespan of the scheduling Γ 2 (J L ∪ J S ) is bounded by Opt(J ), the makespan of the (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ(J ) is bounded by
where t(J) is the parallel processing time of the small job J. Since there are at most 3mB m j m, small jobs in the set J S , by Lemma 2.1, In order to describe our polynomial time approximation scheme for the problem, let us first discuss why this problem is more difficult than the classical job scheduling problem.
It is easy to see that Opt(J ) ≥ (
In the classical job scheduling problem, each job is executed by one processor in the system. Therefore, the order of executions of jobs in each processor is not crucial: the running time of the processor is simply equal to the sum of the processing times of the jobs assigned to the processor. Therefore, the decision of which job should be assigned to which processor, in any order, will uniquely determine the makespan of the resulting scheduling. This makes it possible to use a dynamic programming approach that extends a scheduling for a subset of jobs to that for a larger subset.
The situation in the general multiprocessor job scheduling problem P m |set|C max , on the other hand, is more complicated. In particular, the makespan of a scheduling depends not only on the assignment of processing modes to jobs but also on the order in which the jobs are executed. Therefore, the techniques of extending a scheduling for a subset of jobs in the classical job scheduling problem are not directly applicable here.
Theorem 3.8 shows that there is an (m, )-canonical scheduling whose makespan is very close to the optimal makespan. Therefore, constructing a scheduling whose makespan is not larger than the makespan of a good (m, )-canonical scheduling will give a good approximation to the optimal schedulings.
Nice properties of an (m, )-canonical scheduling are that within the same tower, the order of the floors does not affect the height of the tower and that within the same floor, the order of the small jobs does not affect the height of the floor (see Remarks 1 and 2 in the previous section). Therefore, the only factor that affects the heights of towers and floors is the assignments of jobs to towers and floors. This makes it become possible, at least for small jobs, to apply the techniques in classical job scheduling problems to our current problem. This is described as follows.
First, suppose that we can somehow divide the job set J into large job set J L and small job set We suppose that the subset P j of processors associated with each tower χ j is known and that the large jobs and towers of the scheduling Γ(J ) are ordered into a sequence π in terms of their starting times. However, we assume that the assignment of small jobs to the rooms of the scheduling Γ(J ) is unknown. We show how this information can be recovered.
For each tower χ j associated with the processor set P j , the number of floors in the tower χ j is q j = B r ≤ B m , where r is the number of processors in the set P j . Suppose that a configuration of a scheduling for the first i − 1 small jobs is given: We say that the ith small job J i under mode Q i is addable to a room γ j,q,r in the configuration in (4.1) if the room γ j,q,r is of type Q i and adding the job J i to the room does not exceed the upper bound T 0 of the running time of the room γ j,q,r . Now we are ready to present our dynamic programming algorithm for scheduling small jobs into the rooms in the (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ(J ). The algorithm is given in Figure 4 .1.
Note that the algorithm Schedule-Small may not return an (m, )-canonical scheduling for the job set J . In fact, there is no guarantee that the height of the towers constructed in the algorithm does not exceed the height of the corresponding towers in the original (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ(J ). We first show below that the scheduling constructed by the algorithm Schedule-Small has its makespan bounded by the makespan of the original (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ(J ).
The following lemma can be proved by induction on the index i. For this array element, step 3 of the algorithm will construct the towers that have exactly the same types and heights as their corresponding towers in the (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ(J ). (This may not give exactly the same assignment of small jobs to rooms. However, the running times of the corresponding rooms must be exactly the same.) Now since the sequence π is given in the order sorted by the starting times of the large jobs and towers in the (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ(J ), by Lemma 3.7, the call in step 3 to the list scheduling algorithm based on the order π and this configuration will construct a scheduling whose makespan is not larger than the makespan of the (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ(J ).
Finally, since step 4 of the algorithm returns the scheduling of the minimum makespan constructed in step 3, we conclude that the algorithm returns a scheduling whose makespan is not larger than the makespan of Γ(J ).
We analyze the algorithm Schedule-Small. D[n S ; . . . , t j,q,r , . . .] = True call the list scheduling algorithm based on the order π to construct a scheduling for J in which the room γ j,q,r has running time t j,q,r for all t j,q,r ≥ 0; 4. return the scheduling constructed in step 3 with the minimum makespan. 
min i is obviously an upper bound on the makespan of the (m, )-canonical schedulings for J . (T 0 is the makespan of a straightforward scheduling that assigns each job J i the mode corresponding to min i , then starts each job J i when the previous job J i−1 finishes. Therefore, if no (m, )-canonical scheduling has makespan better than T 0 , we simply return this straightforward scheduling.) In particular, the value T 0 is an upper bound for the running time for all rooms. Moreover, since the job set J takes at least T 0 amount of "work" (the work taken by a job is equal to the parallel processing time multiplied by the number of processors involved in this processing) and the system has m processors, the value T 0 also provides a lower bound for the optimal makespan Opt(J ):
In order to apply algorithm Schedule-Small, we first need to decide how the set J is split into large job set J L and small job set J S , what are the modes for the large jobs, what are the types for the towers, and what is the ordering π for the large jobs and towers on which the list scheduling algorithm can be applied. According to Lemma 2.1, the number of large jobs is of form j m, = (3mB m + 1) k for some integer k ≤ m/ and by the definition, the number of towers is 2j m, + 1. When m and are fixed, the number of large jobs and the number of towers are both bounded by a constant. Therefore, we can use any brute force method to exhaustively try all possible cases.
To achieve a polynomial time approximation scheme for the problem P m |set|C max , we combine the standard scaling techniques [20] with the concept of (m, )-canonical schedulings as follows.
Let J = {J 1 , . . . , J n } be an instance of the P m |set|C max problem, where
In other words, the jobs in J are identical to those in J except that all processing times t ij are replaced by t ij /K . We say that the job set J is obtained from the job set J by scaling the processing times by K. We apply the algorithm described above to the instance J to construct a scheduling for J from which a scheduling for J is induced. The formal algorithm is presented in Figure 4 .2.
We explain how step 5 converts the scheduling Γ 0 (J ) for the job set J into a scheduling Γ 0 (J ) for the job set J . We first multiply the processing time and the starting time of each job J i in the scheduling Γ 0 (J ) by K (but keeping the processing mode). That is, for the job J i of mode Q ij and processing time t ij /K that starts at time τ i in Γ 0 (J ), we replace it by a job J i of mode Q ij and processing time K· t ij /K and let it start at time Kτ i . This is equivalent to proportionally "expanding" the scheduling Γ 0 (J ) by a factor K. Now on this expansion of the scheduling Γ 0 (J ), following the order in terms of their finish times, we do "correction" on processing times by increasing the processing time of each job J i from K · t ij /K to t ij . (Note that this increase in processing time may cause many jobs in the scheduling to delay their starting time by (t ij − K · t ij /K ) units. In particular, this increase may cause the makespan of the scheduling to increase by (t ij − K · t ij /K ) units.) After the corrections on the processing time for all jobs in J , we obtain a scheduling Γ 0 (J ) for the job set J . alternative mode assignments, the total number of mode assignments to each large job set J L is bounded by (2 m ) jm, = 2 mjm, . Each tower is associated with a subset of the processor set P m of m processors. Thus, each tower may be associated with 2 m − 1 ≤ 2 m different subsets of P m . Therefore, the number of different sequences of up to 2j m, +1 towers is bounded by (2 m ) 2jm, +1 = 2 2mjm, +m . Finally, the number of permutations of the j 0 large jobs and 2j 0 +1 towers is (3j 0 +1)!. Summarizing all these scheduling Γ 1 (J ) for the instance J , under the same mode assignments, such that the makespan of Γ 1 (J ) is bounded by (1 + )Opt(J ).
Consider a room γ j,q,r in the (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ 1 (J ). Suppose that J p1 , . . ., J pq are the small jobs assigned to the room γ j,q,r by the scheduling Γ 1 (J ). Then q i=1 t pi ≤ T 0 , where t pi is the processing time for the job J pi under Γ 1 (J ), which is the same as under Γ(J ). Thus we must have
Therefore, under the same mode assignments (with processing time t ij replaced by t ij /K ) and the same room assignments, the corresponding scheduling Γ 1 (J ) for the job set J has no rooms with running time exceeding T 0 . Thus, by Lemma 4.1, when step 3 of the algorithm Approx-Scheme loops to the stage in which the large job set and their mode assignments, the tower types, and the ordering of the large jobs and the towers all match that in the scheduling Γ 1 (J ), the array element D[n S ; . . . , t j,q,r , . . .] corresponding to the room configurations of the scheduling Γ 1 (J ) must have value True. Thus, a scheduling Γ 1 (J ) based on this configuration is constructed and its makespan is calculated. Note that the scheduling Γ 1 (J ) may not be exactly the scheduling Γ 1 (J ). However, they must have exactly the same makespan. Since step 4 of the algorithm Approx-Scheme picks the scheduling Γ 0 (J ) that has the smallest makespan over all schedulings for J constructed in step 3, we conclude that the makespan of the scheduling Γ 0 (J ) is not larger than the makespan of the scheduling Γ 1 (J ), thus not larger than the makespan of the scheduling Γ 1 (J ).
As we described in the paragraph before Lemma 4.4, to obtain the corresponding scheduling Γ 0 (J ) for the job set J , we first expand the scheduling Γ 0 (J ) by K (i.e., multiplying the job processing times and starting times in Γ 0 (J ) by K). Let the resulting scheduling be Γ 0 (J ). Similarly we expand the scheduling Γ 1 (J ) by K to obtain a scheduling Γ 1 (J ). The makespan of the scheduling Γ 0 (J ) is not larger than the makespan of the scheduling Γ 1 (J ) since they are obtained by proportionally expanding the schedulings Γ 0 (J ) and Γ 1 (J ), respectively, by the same factor K.
Moreover, the makespan of Γ 1 (J ) is not larger than the makespan of the (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ 1 (J ). To see this, observe that these two schedulings use the same large job set under the same mode assignment, the same small job set under the same mode assignment and room assignment, and the same order of large jobs and towers. The only difference is that the processing time t ij of each job J i in Γ 1 (J ) is replaced by a possibly smaller processing time K · t ij /K of the corresponding job J i in Γ 1 (J ). In consequence, we conclude that the makespan of the scheduling Γ 0 (J ) is not larger than the makespan of the (m, )-canonical scheduling Γ 1 (J ), which is bounded by (1 + )Opt(J ).
Finally, to obtain the scheduling Γ 0 (J ) for the job set J , we make corrections on the processing times of the jobs in the scheduling Γ 0 (J ). More precisely, we replace the processing time K · t ij /K for job J i by t ij , which is the processing time of the job J i in the job set J . Correcting the processing time for each job J i in Γ 0 (J ) may make the makespan of the scheduling increase by
Therefore, after the corrections of processing times for all jobs in J , the makespan of the finally resulting scheduling Γ 0 (J ) for the job set J , constructed by the algorithm This completes the proof of the theorem.
Conclusion and remarks.
In this paper, we have developed a polynomial time approximation scheme for the P m |set|C max problem for any fixed constant m. The result is achieved by combinations of the recent techniques developed in the area of multiprocessor job schedulings plus the classical dynamic programming and scaling techniques. This result is a significant improvement over the previous results on the problem: no previous approximation algorithms for the problem P m |set|C max have their approximation ratio bounded by a constant that is independent of the number m of processors in the system. Our result also confirms a conjecture made by Amoura et al. [1] . In the following we make a few remarks on further work on the problem.
The multiprocessor job scheduling problem seems an intrinsically difficult problem. For example, if the number m of processors in the system is given as a variable in the input, then the problem becomes highly nonapproximable: there is a constant δ such that no polynomial time approximation algorithm for the problem can have an approximation ratio smaller than n δ unless P = NP [25] . Observing this plus the difficulties in developing good approximation algorithms for the problem, people had suspected whether the P m |set|C max problem for some fixed m should be MAX-NP hard [8] . The present paper completely eliminates this possibility [2] .
Our study shows that there are very "normalized" schedulings whose makespan is close to the optimal ones and that these "good" normalized schedulings can be constructed systematically. We are interested in investigating the tradeoff between the degree of this kind of normalization and the time complexity of approximation algorithms.
The current form of our polynomial time approximation scheme may not be practically useful, yet. Even for a small integer m and a reasonably small constant , the time complexity of our algorithm is bounded by a polynomial of very high degree. More recently, Jansen and Porkolab [21] use the approach of Amoura et al. [1] and are able to develop a linear time approximation scheme for the P m |set|C max problem, which still does not seem practical because of the huge constant factor in the complexity of the algorithm.
We are especially interested in developing more practical polynomial time approximation algorithms for systems with small number of processors, such as P 4 |set|C max . In particular, we would like to develop practical approximation algorithms for the P m |set|C max problem with approximation ratio better than m/2, which is still the best known bound for the problem [8] . Some progress has recently been made toward this direction for systems of four processors [19] .
